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Sep 15 2014 : The Times of India (Bangalore)

IDEAS FOR BANGALORE - Reading on
the wall: Go to books
SruthySusan Ullas@ timesgroup com

Inspiring a habit: How many children are hooked to books today? If kids from

middle class families show little interest in reading due to other temptations like TV,

underprivileged kids do not have access to anything except textbooks. NGOs are trying to

solve the this by providing poor kids with reading material. However, drawing the

attention of all students to books seems difficult. TOI looks at the huge challenge parents

and teachers face in inspiring the young to open books Rich kids not interested in

reading, poor lack books

The sounds of plates clanking and children shouting fill the air as midday meals are served in

the verandah of the Government Kannada Higher Primary School, Jakkur Layout. Amid this

cacophony, Manasa and her friends are submerged in library books even as a teacher reminds

them not to drop food on the books.

Ten-year-old Manasa could only identify alphabet till a library opened in her classroom. Today,

she is hooked to books. “Give them colourful, engaging books and their natural curiosity will get

them to flip a few pages. It is all about exposure to books,“ says Ashok Kamath, chairman,

Akshara Foundation, one of the NGOs striving to get children to read books.

If video games and TV shows are blamed for children from middle class families not showing

interest in reading, lack of books (other than textbooks) is the problem in poorer households.

Read the article and share your views on
TOI Social Impact Awards: Reality check on
education ? in school, but are they learning?
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“One could argue that many schools have libraries.But do they have librarians?

One of the ways to circumvent the problem is providing library in each classroom. We have tried it

in around 350 schools in the state. There is easy accessibility. Teachers can keep an account of

children borrowing books and there is also some pressure from peers to read,“ Ashok said.

The NGO also tried to get chai and kirana shops to display books. Thanks to the effort, Jennifer

A, a class 8 stu dent of a government school, picked up a book instead of a kite at a kirana shop in

a slum in Satya Nagar last week.

Azim Premji University's Kathavana, a children's literature festival, takes a different approach.

“We are looking at use of folklore as it connects with children and the community from which they

hail,“ said Shailaja Menon, faculty, language and literature, Azim Premji University .

She says monotonous language classes in schools also contribute to children's aversion to

reading.

That's where storytelling comes in, says Suzanne Singh, chairperson, Pratham

Books.“Storytelling engages everyone. It lights up the imagination and helps in differ ent

interpretation. It is a magical way of con necting,“ she said. Sto rytelling and related activities are

an inte gral part of the NGO's efforts to inculcate reading habit among children.

Echoing her view, Vikram Sridhar, a professional storyteller, says, “Once I narrated a story to a

child. He went back and read the book in two regional languages as his parents hail from different

states.The child could appreciate it in both languages.“

Besides, there are not enough children's books in many regional languages, says Suzanne. “We

have very few exclusive children stores or space in libraries,“ she adds.

“Parents should spend time with their children in reading books. It should start as early as

possible,“ says Umesh Malhotra, CEO of H i p p o c a m p u s Re a d i n g Foundation.
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